Randomized trials, also known as A/B tests, are used to select between two policies: a control and a treatment. Given a corresponding set of features, we can ideally learn an optimized policy P that maps the A/B test data features to action space and optimizes reward. However, although A/B testing provides an unbiased estimator for the value of deploying B (i.e., switching from policy A to B), direct application of those samples to learn the the optimized policy P generally does not provide an unbiased estimator of the value of P as the samples were observed when constructing P. In situations where the cost and risks associated of deploying a policy are high, such an unbiased estimator is highly desirable. We present a procedure for learning optimized policies and getting unbiased estimates for the value of deploying them. We wrap any policy learning procedure with a bagging process and obtain out-of-bag policy inclusion decisions for each sample. We then prove that inverse-propensity-weighting effect estimator is unbiased when applied to the optimized subset. Likewise, we apply the same idea to obtain out-of-bag unbiased per-sample value estimate of the measurement that is independent of the randomized treatment, and use these estimates to build an unbiased doubly-robust effect estimator. Lastly, we empirically shown that even when the average treatment effect is negative we can find a positive optimized policy.
Introduction
Randomized trials, also known as A/B tests, are used to select between two policies: A which assigns the control action to all samples, and B which assigns the treatment action to all samples. For example, in medical trials a drug treatment (B) might perform, on average, worse than no action (A), resulting in the A/B test choosing to reject the drug. As proposed by [14, 21, 22] , a more refined approach could use the same data to learn an optimized policy Π mapping sample features to action, optimizing reward. For the medical trial example, the optimized policy Π might choose a subset of the population to give the drug treatment based on features (e.g., age), while not applying the treatment to the remaining population.
Note, however, that while A/B testing provides an unbiased estimate for the value of deploying B (i.e. switching from policy A to policy B), such an estimate is generally not available for deploying an optimized policy Π, because the samples were already observed when constructing Π. In situations where the cost and risks associated of deploying a policy are high, such an unbiased estimator is highly desirable.
We present a procedure for learning optimized policies and getting unbiased estimates for the value of deploying them. We wrap any policy learning procedure with a bagging process [2] , we then proceed to obtain out-of-bag policy inclusion decisions for each of the samples. For each sample, the out-of-bag effect policy decision is not a function of that sample's treatment indicator or measurement, and is therefore independent of the randomized treatment. We can therefore show that the inversepropensity-weighting effect estimator [19, 15] is unbiased when applied to the optimized subset. Furthermore, we apply the same idea -bagging followed by out-of-bag prediction -to any regression learning procedure that ignores the treatment, and get a per-sample estimate of the measurement that is indepedent of the randomized treatment. This can be plugged in to a doubly-robust effect estimator [6, 3, 18, 17, 15, 12] , which will also produce an unbiased average effect estimate when applied to the optimized subset.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows: Section 3 introduces the notation and theoretical framework used, then describes and proves sufficient conditions for providing an unbiased estimation for the value of an optimized policy, and finally proves that the bagging procedure described above meets these conditions. Section 4 describes simulation studies evaluating the methods described herein. We simulate experimental data by taking standard regression datasets and adding synthetic heterogeneous treatment effects to them. We then apply several policy learning procedures to the simulated data, and estimate the value of the learned policy. We show that the estimated value is indeed an unbiased estimate of the synthetic treatment effect on the learned policy, and study the power of the different learners to find optimal policies. Section 5 describes the application the same methods to real world trials, and illustrates the power to detect positive policies even when the average treatment effect is negative. We conclude in Section 6.
Related Work
The challenges and benefits of A/B testing are explained in detail in [13] . The doubly-robust estimator has been described in [3, 18, 17, 15] , and more recently, in the context of policy evaluation by [6] . It is used by [16] to reduce the variance of A/B testing experiments. However, their boosted decision trees are trained on the same data they generate predictions for, without taking any measures to ensure the prediction for sample i is not a function of the measurement for that same sample. As warned by [4] , this will lead to an underestimate of the treatment effect, and in the case of tree-based predictions, the bias is likely to be strong, since every sample is guaranteed to be mapped to the same leaf it was mapped to in training time.
[14] optimize policies for news recommendation applying a contextual-bandit algorithm to randomized data, whereas [21] Provide a framework for policy optimization given data from a randomized experiment (or logged bandit data), and provide proven bounds on the value of their optimized policy.
[1] and [22] describe different ways to construct decision trees and random forest for heterogeneous effect estimation, i.e. for estimating the effect on a sample given its features. Most of our effect estimators are implementations of algorithms described there. They also introduce the idea of honest prediction, where the predicted associated with a tree leaf is a function of samples that were not used in training that tree. This is related, but not identical, to our use of out-of-bag predictions. They use the honest characteristic to prove that their models provide consistent (asymptotically unbiased) estimations, whereas we use the out-of-bag predictions to ensure independence of the prediction and the sample's treatment, thus enabling a second estimator to be unbiased.
Theoretical analysis
Following the Rubin Causal Model [20, 10] :
Let N be the number of experimentation units and i, j ∈ [N ] be indices into those units. We let X i ∈ X be fixed and observed features of the experimentation units and y (1) i , y (0) i ∈ R be fixed and unobserved potential outcomes for treatment (1) and control (0), respectively. We let τ i ≡ y We will focus on determinstic policies. A policy Π : X → {0, 1} is a mapping from feature space to treatment decision. In the context of evaluating the policy on our fixed set of experimentation units, the policy can be considered as a subset of the indices: Π = {i | Π (X i ) = 1}. We will also use the notation Π i = Π (X i ).
The (unknown) value of (deploying) policy Π, i.e. switching from assigning all units to control (0) to assigning according to Π is:
The value of Π is unknown because it depends on y
, which is only observed in for a subset of the units. 
i , respectively. LetV (Π) be the doubly-robust estimator for the value of Π:
The inverse-propensity-weighting estimator is unbiased since it is a special case of the doubly-robust estimator withỹ i (·) = 0.
As shown by [19, 15, 6] and others the doubly-robust estimator is an unbiased estimator of V Π if Π is fixed.
The following theorem states and proves sufficient conditions forV (Π) andṼ Π to be unbiased when Π is optimized:
The doubly robust estimatorV (Π) is an unbiased estimator of the value of Π if for each sample i, both the policy inclusion decision and the predictors are independent of the treatment assigned to sample i, i.e.:
Note that we do not require Π i to be independent ofỹ i (A) andỹ i (B) .
Proof. Recall that the value of any policy is given by (1). This applies for our optimized policy Π, but note that because Π depends on the data, V Π is a random variable and, additionally, it is unobserved.
Let B Π =V (Π) − V Π be the difference between our estimator and the true value of S. Again, note that B S is an unobserved random variable. We will show that it is zero in expectation, and by that prove thatV S is an unbiased estimator of V S .
We replace τ i and Y i by their definitions:
as needed, and rearanging:
i translate the treatment indicators into importance weights. In the fair-coin case, they map 1 → 1 and 0 → −1. The D (·) i terms capture the errors of the invariant predictors, when they matter, i.e. when the sample is in the policy.
On expectation the W (·) i are 0:
i are constants, any function of T i is independent of any function ofỹ i (·) , Π i and y
i , and hence from multiplicity of expectation of independent variables, we have:
And from linearity of expectation, we conclude that the bias is 0 on expectation:
Producing treatment-invariant predictors and policy indicators
To get Π i andỹ i (·) that are guaranteed to be independent of T i , we will wrap any learning procedure generating these decisions and predictions with a bagging procedure followed by out-of-bag estimations. The following section provides details.
We will assume access to three training procedures:
be training procedures attempting to produce predictors for the effect (τ ), potential outcome under control (y (0) ), and potential outcome under treatment (y
, y k ∈ R and outputs a predictor l : X → R. Note that while the learners have access to treatment indicators, the predictor does not.
As an example, L
(1) could ignore the control samples, and learn a regressor on the basis of the treated samples, L (0) could do the same for the control samples, and L (τ ) could produce a predictor that returns the difference between the predictors returned by the former two. Alternatively, we could choose for L (1) and L (0) to be the same process, ignoring the treatment indicators.
Wrap each of learners with a bagging process, and the use out-of-bag predictions to create a policy and a treatment-invariant effect prediction:
Training using bagging:
• Let S m be a set of N units drawn with replacement from {X i , t i , y i } i .
•
, respectively when given S m .
Out-of-bag prediction, for each i ∈ [N ]
• Let M i = {m | i / ∈ S m } be the indicators of predictors that did not use i in their training.
• Let L • Likewise let L
• Use some aggregation function(s) f (·) to take the three sets of predictions and produce
and one policy decision
For the predictorsỹ i (·) , the most reasonable aggregation function is the average.
One can consider many options for the aggregation function defining the policy. Examples include taking the average and thresholding on 0, thresholding each individual prediction and then taking a majority vote, or being conservative and selecting the sample into the policy only if the average is at least two standard deviations about 0.
Note that for each i,ỹ i (·) and Π i are functions of {x j , T j , Y j } j∈N \{i} and of x i , but not of T i or Y i . Since the x j are fixed, T j is independent of T i for all j = i, and Y j is a deterministic function of T j , we can conclude that
, as required by Theorem 1.
Simulation Experiments
In this section we evaluate the proposed policy optimization procedure and provide empirical evidence for the unbiased estimator. Further, we demonstrate scenarios where failing to utilize an unbiased estimator can produce detrimental results, even in the (unobtainable) case of fully available treatment effect information. We will first demonstrate our unbiased estimator's effectiveness in a synthetic and controlled augmentation of classic public datasets, followed by an evaluation of a treatment effect on a real world experiment on business customers to a large online service.
Learners
As discussed in Section 3.2, we require training procedures
) producing predictors for effect (τ ), potential outcome under control (y (0) ), and potential outcome under treatment (y (1) ). For the potential outcome predictors any standard regressor wrapped with bagging is sufficient: we apply Extremely Randomized Trees [8] with 10,000 trees, and use the same predictionỹ i =ỹ i (0) =ỹ i
for both potential outcomes. In contrast, for estimating the (directly) unobservable effect we study a variety of approaches. • TE: Following [22] , we create a regression tree that directly optimizes prediction of τ by chosing splits that maximize the variance of predictedτ across the leaves.
ST, ST, and TE have been described by [1] and [22] .
For the studies, we wrap the above estimators in 1,000 bags. We apply two aggregation functions to out-of-bag predictions: average-estimates, denoted P E (for some training procedure P), takes the average of the prediction across the bags, and adds the sample to the policy if the average is above 0; votes, denoted P V , converts each out-of-bag prediction into a vote whether l
m (x i ) > 0, then decides inclusion in policy by majority voting across the bags.
Simulation studies
Taking a regression benchmark dataset, we draw simulated potential effects from some distribution conditioned on the features, randomly split the samples to treatment and control sets, synthetically modify the targets with the potential effects, and run the policy optimization and evaluation process. Since the effect is simulated, we have a ground truth against which to compare the predictions.
We repeat the process 1,000 times for several simulated effect distributions and several policy optimizers. We verify that the effect estimation is unbiased for all effect distributions and policy optimizers. We also evaluate the performance of the different optimizers.
We utilize the Boston housing dataset [5, 9] for our synthetic analysis. This allows for reproducibility of our work through a simple python package, which we will release.
Simulated Effect Distributions
For each dataset we treat the original regression target column as the potential outcome under control, y (0) . We then simulate a synthetic treatment effect by picking a feature X :j and let S + = {i ∈ [N ]|x ij is in top quintile of X :j }, and setting τ i for i ∈ N according to:
where i ∈ S + get noisy positive treatment effects and i / ∈ S + get noisy negative treatment effects (without loss of generatility, we set µ + > 0 > µ − ). Throughout this section we ground µ, σ as magnitudes with respect to the treatment standard deviation of y (0) , which we denote σ y . For example, denoting µ + = 1.5 is interpreted as 1.5σ y ; in this way we examine the treatment effect as a function of the inherent noise already present in the data.
For each simulation, we assign each sample a treatment t i by a fair-coin toss, apply the synthetic treatment effect accordingly. The synthetic dataset presented to each policy optimizer is {x i , t i , y (ti) }.
Benchmark Policies: The synthetic setup creates a number of natural comparisons for our effect optimizations to compete with. To start, we test against two naïve policies: selecting no-sample (i.e. policy A), that has a constant value of 0, and selecting all samples (i.e. policy B), TakeAll bellow: in our simulation this policy is by construction strongly negative. Additionally, we compare against an Oracle policy that assumes complete information and always selects S + . Lastly, we compare against a NoisyOracle policy that chooses all samples with a positive τ (like Oracle, this is also an unrealistic optimizer, since it assumes access to τ ).
Criteria: Our analysis focuses on three measures: Effect Mean ( i∈Π µ i ), Realized Effect ( i∈Π τ i ) and Estimated Effect (V (Π)). These measures are generally stochastic across permutations, however we are mostly interested in the stochastisity of the estimator bias. We calculate the standard deviations of the difference between Realized Effect and Effect Mean, and of the difference between Estimated Effect and Effect Mean, provide error bars of 2 standard deviations for those measurements. LRE  DTE  STE  TN-IBE  TN-OOBE  TEE   DTV  LRV  STV  TN-IBV  TN- 
Policy Evaluations and Optimization
We first show that the proposed estimators are unbiased: Figure 1a shows the complete range of learners, as prescribed by Section 4.1, crossed with the complete range of tested µ + , µ − , σ + , σ − treatment effects (with 2 ≥ |µ + |, |µ − | ≥ 0.1 and 5 ≥ |σ + |, |σ − | ≥ 0), as prescribed by Section 4.2.1. The x-axis shows the true average effect of the chosen policy, while the y-axis shows the Estimated Effect by each learner, and we see that these are nearly perfectly correlated with their true Effect Mean. In contrast, when applied on NoisyOracle, the effect estimator frequently exhibits large bias in comparison to the true average mean Figure 1b . This is because policies produced by NoisyOracle violate the conditions of Theorem 1.
Next, we examine specific small (µ, σ ≈ .1) and moderate (µ, σ ≈ 1) treatment effects in Figure  1c -d. For brevity we examine a subset of learners; additionally, we clip the result of TakeAll (which is strongly negative) to focus on the other methods. We note that the Estimated Effect column closely matches the EffectMean column, indicating that the effect estimator is indeed unbiased. For the small treatment effect we note that although the estimator noise dominates the signal, on average, all the optimizers are detecting some signal, and some are producing positive value. For the moderate treatment effect (Figure 1d ), all of the proposed methods show significant gain over both the biased NoisyOracle as well as choosing no samples.
In Figure 1e , we fix |µ + |, |µ − | = 1 and vary the amount of noise σ. We drop the biased NoisyOracle and poorly performing TakeAll to focus on the Estimated Effect of each learner. We additionally report the Estimated Effect of Oracle as a baseline of maximum possible performance. For σ = 1 we find all of the methods perform well, many with an expected policy near that of the Oracle. For many methods as σ > 2 we see some additional variance; however, TN-OOB E remains statistically significant. Lastly, in Figure 1f , we fix the ratio |σ| /|µ| = 2 and vary the magnitude of the negative and positive µ values. We find the TN-OOB E is the best performer, producing policies that are statistically provable to provide positive values even at this low signal to noise level, for µ values 0.4 and higher.
Real world experiments
We provide some statistics of applying the methods described here to three real world experiments ran by a large internet service on business customers. In all three experiments, the target variable is revenue. Unlike A/B testing on end-users, experiments on business customers are uncommon in the industry, as they are much harder to run and analyse. Dataset sizes are much smaller (in the 1Ks to Effect estimates and other statistics are provided for applying the treatment to all samples (TakeAll), for the policy found by our optimizer (Optimized), and for the difference between Optimized and TakeAll (Opt-All). Estimate are produced by either inverse-propensity-weighting (IP) or doublyrobust estimator (DR). N: number of samples; M: number of features; Value The effect estimate, given in percentage of total measurement; STE Standard error of the effect; PVal p-value for estimate 10Ks, v.s. up to 100Ms for end users), skew in interesting measures, such as revenue is very large. It also appears that response times are very long, and hence experiments must be run for months before signal can be detected. Table 1 provides statistics for the three experiments. The first observation to take is the extremely high levels of noise, as seen in the STE of the IP estimator. This is the standard error of the effect estimator, and is the magnitude of effect one needs to achieve to get a z-score of 1, i.e. a p-value of 0.16. The DR estimator achieves better noise levels, in all three datasets, and is the estimator we refer to in the rest of this discussion. Next note that whereas for the general population, Experiment 1 causes a 27% reduction in revenue, the optimizer found a policy with no reduction in revenue. Indeed, it appears that almost all the reduction was due to approximately 5% of the customers (not shown), and the optimizer excluded those from the policy. However no gain in revenue could be shown for the policy. Experiments 2 and 3 show no statistically significant result, illustrating the hardness of the task. Nevertheless, in both cases there is some evidence that the optimized policy outperforms taking all or no samples (both Optimized and Opt-All estimates are positive).
A note about the p-value calculation: We calculate Fisher's Exact P-Values for rejecting a sharpnull-hypothesis of no-effect [7, 11] . To this end, we randomly draw 1,000 fake complete treatment indicator vectors, and for each of those run the optimizer followed by the effect estimator, generating a single (fake) estimate from each draw. The p-value is the fraction of fake estimates that are higher than the estimate for the real data.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a bagging procedure for learning optimized policies and getting an unbiased estimate of the value of deploying them. We presented sufficient conditions for providing an unbiased estimation for the value of an optimized policy and proved the bagging procedure meets the criteria. We conducted thorough simulation studies on standard public datasets and empirically demonstrated that our procedure is an unbiased estimator. Lastly, we demonstrated on our same methods to real world trials and demonstrated its power to detect positive policies even when the average treatment effect is negative.
Future work includes characterising and bounding the variance, with ideas described in [22] likely to be useful in bounding the correlation between T i and Π j and thus helping to bound the variance of the estimator. On the practical side, we believe we can see gains by improving our L (0) and L (1) trainers, and indeed in using separate ones for the treatment and the control. We also consider applying the methodology to the more classical end-user A/B testing experiments, where the noise level is significantly lower.
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